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UNCLASSIFIED, COMMITTEE SENSITIVE :

I Good morning. This is a transcribed interview of Michael

Sussmann. Thank youforspeaking to us today. For the record, | am[Ill

[I I I ce at the House Permanent Select Committee on

Intelligenceforthe majority. There are also a number of other members and staff

present on behalf of HPSCI who will introduce themselves as the proceedings get

underway.

But before we begin, | wanted 10 state a few things for the record. The

questioning will be conducted by members and staff. During the courseof this

interview, members and staff may ask questions during their allotted time period.

Some questions may seem basic, but that is because we need to clearly establish

facts and understand the situation. Please do not assume we know any facts you

have previously disclosed as part of any other investigation or review.

“This interview will be conducted at the unclassified level.

We ask that you give complete and fulsome replies to questions, based on

your best recollection. If a question is unclear or you are uncertain in your

response, please let us know. And if you do not know the answer to a question or

cannot remember, simply say so.

You are entitied to have counsel present for you during this interview, and |

see that you have brought them with you.

If at this time, counsel could please state their namesfor the record.

MS. RUEMMLER: Good moming. Kathryn Ruemmier from Latham &

Watkins on behalf of the witness.

MR. MCQUAID: Good morning. Nick McQuaid from Latham & Watkins

on behalf of the witness.
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UNCLASSIFIED, COMMITTEE SENSITIVE ¢

Furthermore, under Rule 1.6, when a lawyer is called as a witness to give

testimony concerning a client, a lawyer must invoke the privilege when it is

applicable, absent waiver by the client. We have conferred with Mr. Sussmann's

clients, and they have not waived the privilege with respect to Mr. Sussmann's

testimony today. As a result and consistent with these ethical obligations, Mr.

‘Sussmann is obligated not to answer any questions from the committee that

intrude upon client confidences and the sacrosanct relationship between the

attorney and client.

MR. CONAWAY: Thank you. And, Mr. Sussmann, thank you for being

here. We hope thatwe can craft some questions that you can answer, because

we think you've got some information that's important to our investigation

Adam, comments?

MR. SCHIFF: Welcome. We appreciate your testimony today.

MR. SUSSMANN: Thank you. Thank you for having me.

MR. CONAWAY: All ight. We'll start the clock. Wel go first on our side.

I've asked Kash to do the questioning.

EXAMINATION

=vI
Q Alright. Mr. Sussmann, thanks again for coming in. Could you

briefly tell us where you are currently employed?

A I'ma partner at Perkins Coie in our privacy and security practice.

Q How long have you been employed at Perkins Coie?

A Twelve and a half years.

Q And in your current role in the private security practice, give me a

brief can you give me a brief summary of what that entails?
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UNCLASSIFIED, COMMITTEE SENSITIVE ’

A Sure. | came to Perkins Coie after 12 years at the U.S. Department

of Justice, and the last 7 ofwhich | was a prosecutor in the Computer Crime and

Intellectual Property Section

So my practice varies from year to year, but its a

privacylcybersecuritylnational security practice. A large bulk of my work is

responding to data breaches and working with companies who believe they have

not yet experienced a breach, to help them with various cybersecurity matters. |

‘work on the regulatory issues and investigations that follow data breaches, provide

general cybersecurity counseling.

And we ~ | believeour firm has the biggest practice for compliance with

third-party providers, who receive all sorts of legal process. So a big part of our

practice are supporting those clients and withtheirsubpoenas and court orders

and the like.

Q And can you give me a brief summary of your duties when you were.

over at CCIP AT DOJ?

A Sure. The Computer Crimefintellectual Property Section is divided

into computer crime and intellectual property. And so, | was on the computer

crime side. | prosecuted some computer hacking cases. | chaired the U.S.

delegation to the G-8 subgroup on high-tech crime. | did various work with the

European Commission and other international bodies. And | supported the

Criminal Division leadership and the Department leadership on various computer

crime/cybersecurity initiatives.

Q Thank you. A few subject areas I'd like to touch upon today with you,

Mr. Sussmann, beginning with, you stated that you - the focus - and correct me if

I'm wrong - is on data breaches with private companies over at Perkins Coie.
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UNCLASSIFIED, COMMITTEE SENSITIVE ¢

Has that work led you to engage with any political parties?

A Yes

Q Can you tell me which political parties?

A Broadly, the Democratic Party. And through my work, a variety of our

Democratic poliical clients.

Q Okay. When you say broadly, the Democratic party, are you referring

to the DNC, the Democratic National Committee, or something else?

A Im the DNC is one of the clients that I'm referring to.

Q Okay. Soisitfair to say that you represent the DNC on certain

matters that are within your professional purview?

A Ihave at particular times. | have when the need has arisen.

Q Okay. How did you - how did that relationship begin with the DNC

‘and your representation of them?

A Most recently, it began in April of 2016, when | was contacted about

particular threats that were being considered at the DNC. And although | don't

recall specifically, it would have been my practice to similarly respond to questions

like that in the past for the DNC.

I don't have a specific recollection of other calls | might have gotten from the

DNC, but its quite possible that there were, over the last decade, other similar

calls that might come to me.

Q Lets focus on the April 2016. What brought the DNC to you or what

were they contacting you about?

A One of my colleagues at my firm contacted me and said that he — said

that the — that an IT vendor for the DNC had been in touch with the FBI for some

period of time about potential threats to the DNC, cyber threats, and that the FBI
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UNCLASSIFIED, COMMITTEE SENSITIVE °

had made a request for some data. And he asked if | would speak with the

vendor and speak with the Bureau, and then provide advice to the client as to how

they should proceed

Q And you said this was a colleague. Can you tell me who at Perkins

Cole requested this or relayed this information?

A Sure. Itwas my partner, Graham Wilson,

Q Did you, at that point, have a discussion with the Federal Bureau of

Investigation?

A Atthat point or soon thereafter, yes, | did.

Q And what was that discussion about?

A 1-1don't have a specific recollection of the call, but| ~ I mean, |

remember speaking with the case agent and asking, you know, what the request

was and what the background was.

Q How did that call come about? Did the agent call you? Did you

receive his information? Do you remember the agent's name?

A Soin reverse order, | do remember the agent's name. |don't

remember if — | don't recall, but my practice or the practice would have been that

someone would have likely connected us by email, and we would have found a

time to connect by phone.

Q What was the agent's name?

AI
Q Thankyou. What was that conversation about?

A He told me that for some time, the Bureau had threat indicators

indicating that the — the DNC was ~ | don't recall | don't recall his specific words,

‘whether he said they were being attacked or exploited or someone was trying to
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gain access, but there was some nefariouscyber activity being directed at the

DNC and that they had been looking at it for a while as partof a larger

investigation.

Q Did he, thatis[ESte! you that he tried to or did relay that

information specifically to someone at the DNC?

A No.

Q Do you know if that ever occurred, that is, did the FBI ever contact the

DNC, that you are aware of, about this possible threat to their infrastructure?

A I know that they had communications prior to my phone call

Q Okay. Do you know what those communications were about, or the

summary of those communications?

A 1 dontknow specifically.

Q Okay. Didyou—

A I mean, | wasn't privy to | wasn't privy to them. And | guess what

would be ~ might be helpful to say that before the time whenIfirst heard from my

colleague, Mr. Wilson at my law firm, | didn't know any of this was going on.

Sots not like| had — someone had told me 2 months before, | had been

sort of following it. It was a contact out of the blue. And so | don't really

have any | don't have any personal knowledge of what transpired before my

getting involved

Q  Thatis helpful. Sos itfairto say that April of 2016 was the first time

you learned of this matter?

A Yes

Q Through the phone call with the FBI agent?

A Both yes.
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Q And throughyour client?

A Through the contact from my partner and the shortly thereafter

ensuing conversation | had with our cient and the FB.

Q So after the conversation over the phone that you hadwith[ll]

Ihat was your reaction to the information he relayed to you?

A My reaction was | didn't know ~ | didn't know whether there was or

was not an intrusion or what theparticular activity was, but | thought that our client

should provide the data that was being requested.

Q Okay. Sodid the FBI, at that point, believe that there was an

intrusion into the DNC servers?

A 1 don't recall knowing at that point on that conversation what the FBI

knew had or had not happened. | knew they were interested in looking at threats

1 don't know | don't recall. | also don't know if, at that point, they thought

someone was inside the network or they were just looking at attacks, but they

wanted log files.

Q Okay. Did they give you a lst of information that they wanted, or did

they relay that directly to the DNC, "they" being the FBI?

A Ibelieve both and in different form.

Q suchas?

A They didn't provide to me specific requests. They didn't | don't

recall them giving mea list of log files, but | do recall them describing what it was

they wanted.

Q Okay. What was that?

A Well, as | said, it was log files, log files of various Kinds of access to

the network. And what was important to me in the conversation, | remember, was
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determining whetheror not they wanted any of the content of communications.

And they did not.

Q Okay. Sojust taking thatin two parts. Log files, for someone who.

doesn't really know computers, can you tell me in general whata log file is?

A Sure. Many activities with regard to computer networks are logged,

meaning they're recorded. And so, logs are just another way of saying records.

And computer networks have routine records that are collected on all various kinds.

of access to the network.

So an example might be logging all web traffic. A network might log all of

the individual users and record what websites they go to. Ifa network

has allows remote access, allows employees to go home and use their personal

laptop or personal device to access the network, a very common practice would be

to keep a recordofall of those logs. So, on a weekly or monthly basis, an

‘administrator could look and say -- and see who logged in or tried to log into the

network from what particular - from what particular destination. And depending

‘on how networks are configured, some networks collect agreatervolume of more

detailed logs. Some networks collect fewer or could even collect none.

Q And- I'm sorry, go ahead.

A Isthat~

Q Thats very helpful. So it sounds like that would be a reasonable

request from the vantage point of the FBI, if they're informing you about a possible

breach into a DNC server.

A Yessir

Q And why is that a reasonable request? What value would that be to

the FBI?
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UNCLASSIFIED, COMMITTEE SENSITIVE =

A Well, a computer intrusion by another name is an unauthorized access

toa computer network. And the FBI was requesting, in essence, access logs.

So those are the kinds of logs that would, or could help the investigator determine

who has or has not been accessing a network.

Q Sols tfair to say that these access logs would show people who are

authorized access to the DNC servers, but people who are not — who are.

unauthorized would not be shown on these logs; that is, if its an inside job versus

an outside job, 50 to speak.

A I don't believe that's the case. | don't -- well, if | understand the

question correctly, those logs could show authorized and unauthorized users of a

network.

Q Okay. How would they show that?

A Well, because - how would they show that? They would show

authorized users and their activity, and they could showa variety of unauthorized

users. So one -- one way in which actors without authorization access a network

is they create an identify. They might create a new employee, a fake new

employee, but a credentialed employee.

And so you would have logs. And sometimes, one of the ways that, in my

experience, companies find that they have an intruder on the network is theyll run

alog and say, gee, we have 500 users on the network, but we only have 490

employees. So that's an example of seeing all of these people and determining

that some of them are not authorized to be on the network.

Q And then would you be able to - not you specifically, but, say, the FBI

or another entity be able to sort of reverse-engineer that to understand the.

composition of the gap, that is, the other 10 people that had unauthorized access?
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AI don'tknowwhat the FBI could or couldn't do in these particular

circumstances.

Q Do you know if that's possible, from your experience in this field?

A Based on my experience, | know that in some circumstances, logs can

be very helpful in finding an intruder, and in other circumstances, the logs are not

helpful at all, depending on the methodology used by the intruder, whether an

intruder tres to hide his or her tracks and other factors.

Q Inthe April 2016 phone conversation with[EN. vas that

Your only conversation or communication with the FBI on this matter?

A No.

Q Approximately how many communications did you have with the FBI

on this matter?

A Over the course of my involvement in the entire matter, | had many,

but cantt really speculate.

Q Well let's try to put a timeframe on it. So it began in April of 2016.

When was your last contact with the FBI in reference to this matter, or

communication?

A To the best of my recollection,it was probably Octoberor November.

1 may have -- | may have had contact with the FBI later in the fall,

Q And when you say October-November, you mean 20167

A of2016

Q Okay. Soits fair to say that in 2017, you've had no communications

vith the FB regarding this matter?

A Ihaven', butfrom time to time I've been copied on emails that the FBI

has sent to the DNC. So I've seen I've seen emails. Mostly, | don't know, you
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know, some new agent or some new person is coming in, we'd like to come in and

visit with you.

So I'm not trying to be hypertechnical, but I've been — I've been copied on

some emails, but Ive not had a — I've not reached out to the FBI, nor have | had

anyone reach out to me on any substance on this matter, to the best of my

recollection, ever in 2017.

Q Okay. So going back to 2016, what were your follow-up
communications with the FBI in regards to?

A Well, there were many, and they were of different varieties. So they

Were — they were just - there were many different kinds of communications that |

would have with the FBI over the course of a computer intrusion of response. So

can would you like me to

Q Yes, thats fair enough. Can you walk me through them, please?

A Sure. These are not necessarily in chronological order, but there.

probably was an early call - I'm sure there was ~ there was an early call with

Crowdstike, the forensic vendorthatwe brought in, to coordinate with them and

introduce them to the FBI. We had several meetings over the course of my

representation with the FBI on this matter with, various times, DNC leadership. |

was

Q  Soletme ask ~ Im sorry, go ahead. | didn't mean to cut you off.

A Iwas invited to a meeting at the Department of Justice regarding their

criminal and intelligence investigation into the computer hacking, I'm guessing, in

probably, maybe, October 2016 timeframe, where there were it could have been

ten people there, but included the — included WFO and the San Francisco office,

and various AUSAS from other places.
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And the other the other contact that | had the other contact that | had

was during the course of the Presidential campaign, there were many — there

were many threats, real, perceived, or perhaps otherwise, that were coming into

many individuals, parties, people. And | was collecting them, or they were being

reported to me as well, and | became a focus to report those to the FBI.

So 1 had a number of calls where | would be on the phone and, in sort of

conference call parlance, would say, hi, WFO, are you there? WFO is here. Hi,

is Pittsburgh here? Hi, Pittsburgh is on. Hi, San Francisco is on. And Id run

through a ist of physical threats and cyber threats and just sort of reporting in all

sorts of incidents. So | had a number of those kinds of interactions.

Q  Sothat's helpful. Taking those in reverse order, when you were

invited to meet at the Department of Justice, how did that go about? Did DOJ call

you and say, Hey, we're looking into this hack that the FBI has been in touch with

you about and it involves the DNC, so we'd like you to sit in, or how does that

happen?

A Ithink that happened in various ways. The fist meeting | recall

having was with Jim Traynor, who then was the assistant director for cyber; and

‘Shawn Henry and | called Jim to let him know that the story involving the DNC

intrusion was going to be publicly reported and to just give him a heads-up and let

him know beforehand, and just to touch base.

And we had a very cordial conversation. And on that conversation, either

Mr. Traynor offered or asked to meet with us, or we offered and asked to meet

with him. 1 don't recall. But|know — | remember on that call, we decided that it

would be a good idea for us to meet in the near future. So that's the way that

meeting came about.
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UNCLASSIFIED, COMMITTEE SENSITIVE v

Q Approximately how many meetings did you have with the Department

of Justice on this?

A Three that | recall,

MS. RUEMMLER: And just to clarify, is that the Departmentof Justice

separate from the FBI, or are you including the FBI in that calculation?

MR. SUSSMANN: Thank you. Right now, I'm including the FBI and the

Department,

oI
Q Okay.

A Letme further clarify that. Those three meetings, to the best of my

recollection, there were two of them that were exclusively with the FBI; and one of

them, the one that|just mentioned to you later in October, was a hybrid of FBI and

DOJ.

Q Okay, appreciate that. You also stated that there was a meeting

between the FBI and the DNC leadership. Do you know approximately when that

occurred?

A So there were two meetings I'm referring to. The initial meeting that

Mr. Traynor and |set up included myself, Shawn Henry from CrowdStrike, and

Amy Dacey (ph), who at the time was the CEO or executive director of the DNC.

So that was one meeting.

And then after Congressman Wasserman Schultz left the chair and Donna

Brazile became the acting chair, fairly soon thereafter, we went in to meet with the

FBI. And by that time, Mr. Traynor had left, and there was a new assistant

director. And we went into that -- and that was the other leadership meeting

Q What was the information you received at these meetings with the FBI
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and DNC leadership?

MS. RUEMMLER: Can | just clarify something? Were these meetings,

were they classified meetings or were they unclassified meetings?

MR. SUSSMANN: The first - sothe first meeting was unclassified. The

second meeting was classified.

I Thank you.

oI
Q So aso the first meeting, what information did you receive from the

FBI and/or the DNC leadership?

A Atthe first meeting, the FBI told us that it was a state-sponsored

attack, that the attackers were Russians. They'd been following them fora long

time. We talked about what information we had, and we discussed sharing the

information that CrowdsStike was collecting with them, developing — you know,

developing, ensuring open lines of communication. Things of that nature.

Q And atthe second meeting, | realize Ms. Ruemmler saidit was

classified, but was there any information that was received to you ~ by you from

the FBI or the DNC that was unclassified in nature that you can tel us about?

AI don't recall any information that was unclassified

Q Okay. Over the course of these meetings, did it seem as if the FBI

Was trying to obtain information about the intrusion tseff, or was there a different

focus that the FBI had during these meetings?

A And when you say - I'm sorry. When you asked me if they obtained

information, do you mean obtain information from us, or just in the broad sense of

their investigation?

Q Both. Thank you.
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A They were they were interested in a wide variety of information, and

they were interested in both information to support their criminal investigation and

information to support intelligence-gathering, and they told me so specifically.

Q And how were they going about acquiring that information from the

DNC, that you are aware of?

A Well, when we met with the FBI in June, mid June of 2016, where we

met with Assistant Director Traynor, we told the Bureau that they could have any

information that CrowdStrike was developing or had, and, in fact, that they could

deal directly with CrowdsStike and didn't need to go through me. | mean, they

didn't need approval or didn't need any decision-making on it. They should share

whatever information they were developing at the time. So | know that sharing

was going on.

Q Do you know approximately when that began or when that

authorization was issued that the FBI could just go to Crowdstike or the DNC?

A Well it was the date of it was the date of the meeting. And | believe

that that was in mid June. And | could try and determine the specific date and get

that to you if that would be helpful. But| don't recall a specific date.

Q Ifyou could, it would be very helpful to do that. That would be great.

Thank you

A Sowe 50 that began then. And atthe DNC, we had daily,

sometimes twice daily phone calls 7 days a week just on breach response, a fairly

normal practice when you have some sort of urgent breach going on. And so

there were various times on those calls when the CrowdStrike representative

would mention that he had spoken with the FBI, met with the FBI.

They were sharing this or sharing that. So | was aware in general that they.
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other like - some have -- some have areas of expertise that are better than other

areas

And | had known Shawn from his time at the FBI. He was a former

assistant director of cyber, and then executive assistant director at the Bureau.

And | knew the kinds of people that they had there. | knew they did work on APT.

So itjustwas it just was ~ in the way that you vet people for things, | thought

that they would be particularly good. And with my client's permission, | reached

outto Mr. Henry, and the engagement happened very soon thereafter.

Q think you made a statement earlier - and correct me if fm

wrong ~ that the FBI was allowed to have whatever information and access that

CrowdsStrike would be willing to give them. Is that accurate in regards to the

hack?

A Yessir

Q  Soisitfairto say that CrowdStrike was making the calls onbehalfof

the DNC on what servers and systems that the FBI could access, pursuantto their

own investigation?

A Nosir.

Q  Whatwould be an accurate representation?

A Well, Crowdstrike wasn't making the calls on what to -- on what they

were doing. We had daily calls with CrowdStrike, and they weren't out on their

own sort ofoff doing their own thing. So decisions about how they were

proceeding were things that were discussed with the client, with myself as well.

Q Okay. Butwho ultimately decided the FBI's access to the DNC

servers and information that the FBI needed to conduct their investigation?

A Well, again, | made the recommendation, but someone at the DNC,
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probably Ms. Dacey (ph), who was with me at the time, agreed that they could

have anything -- that, you know, they could have access to anything they needed.

Q Well, do you know if that probably occurred or that actually occurred?

A know it actually occurred because | was there. | mean, | was — |

was at the meeting with the FBI. Ms. Dacey (ph) was with me. Mr. Henry was

there.

Q Im sorry, when you say Ms. Stacy?
A Amy Dacey | mentioned before -

Q  Dacey, thank you.

A was the CEO at the DNC.

Q Okay. Continue. Sorry.

A Yes. Sowe said tothe FBI they could have ~ there's - they could

have access to anything they wanted to. And | recall offering,orasking or

offering to the FBI to come on premises, and they were not interested in coming

on premises at the time. Butwe - we said we'd make anything available to them.

Q  S0.do you know who you made this offer to at the FBI that they could

have access to anything they wanted at the DNC?

A 1didn'tgo so far as to say they could have access to anything they

wanted at the DNC, but it was at that meeting in June when | asked if they had any
reason to come on premises, which we wouldn't have minded. And they were not

interested in coming on premises.

So we told them they could have access to everything that CrowdsStrike was

developing in the course of its investigation. And | be -- and I recall them -- |

recall them bringing to the meeting a writen list, maybe in the formof a letter,

maybe a two-page list of things that they wanted, which CrowdStrike took, and |
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know they sort of checked off over time. So it was the Bureau's lst of things that

they wanted, whatever they were, and CrowdStrike went about getting them

everything they could.

Q So CrowdStrikeis hired by the DNC to conduct an intemal

investigation, not to do what happened regarding the hack?

A Well, they're hired -- they're hired to perform all the services involved

ina breach response. And so there are a number of components, not just in

this in this, butin just all the breach work| do. And so part of it always is finding

out what happened and, when you can, who is behind whatever has happened;

how they were able to obtain access to the network; what they're doing; what's the

persistence right now in the network; what are their capabilities; and then

developing a plan for remediation that typically would involve kicking out the bad

people and rebuilding the network.

It involves some lesser things, like developing off-channel communications,

because in a computer intrusion, the intruders typically would have access to your

entire network, but including your email servers. So you don't want to be on the

network saying, Hey, we found these bad guys, here's our plan to get rid of them.

And in particular, because in the world - in the kind of work that | do,

there's an expression that you only get one chance to raise the drawbridge. And

it means when these sophisticated computer intruders, particularly

state-sponsored ones, are in your network, if they know that you're trying to get

them out of their network, they will work more quickly to erase their logs, to burrow

into the network or deploy malware you'd never see, and its harderto get them

outif they know that you're looking for them.

So that's why | always recommend that in dealing with response when
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intruders are on the network that the people discussing it find an all offline channel

to discuss the response.

Q That makes sense. In relation to how the FBI was able to conduct its

investigation, did the FBI request directly to the DNC access to all of the servers?

A No, they did not.

Q  Theydid not. Did they

A Excuse me, not to my knowledge.

Q  Notto your knowledge. Fair enough

Do you knowif they had the authority to do so, that is, did the FBI have the

authority to go directly to the DNC to request access to all its servers, or did they

have to go to CrowdsStrike?

A Do you mean legal authority, or do you mean permission? When you

say

Q Permission. | mean, it seems like the FBI's work and the DNC and

Crowdstrike were all trying to work together to figure out what happened.

A Right

Q So my question is, did the FBI, as the Nation's law enforcement

agency, have direct access to all of DNC's servers if they wished?

A They would have -- they would haveif they wanted it. | don't know —|

don't know what specific requests or | can't recall all the specific requests that

were made, but | don't knowof a request that the FBI made that was rejected. |

don't believe | don't believe ~ and that's the kind of request that would have

come to me.

So 1 don't know ~ | don't know all of the requests that were made. | just

know that at the early meeting which | mentioned, we said, you two - you can
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work directly with CrowdStrike. You don't need to come through us. Anything

they have you can get. Do you want to come on premises for any reason? No,

we don't need to come on premises. Here's a list we have of 18, 19 different

items and things that we want. Great. CrowdStrike took that directly. We said,

great, hope you'll get all these things.

Q Right. | understand that the FBI had access to everything

Crowdstrike had access to. | understand that relationship. But my question is,

did the FBI, to your knowledge, have access to all of the DNC servers, and did

they ever request that access?

A So they could have had access to all of them. | don't know if they

requested access. | don'tknowwhat all the requests were. As | said, | wasn't

involved in the day-to-day can we see this and can we see that. So

Q Right. When you said they could have had access, is that you saying

ittoday? I'm trying to go back in time at the time that you are meeting and talking

with the FBI. Are you aware whether or not the FBI had access to the entire DNC

server network?

A Sure. They did, because, as | said and | apologize, maybe | should

be more clear when | asked them if they wanted to come on premises, it was for

the — there may be other reasons, but it was for the purpose of imaging anything

they wanted to image.

Q Okay.
A So they were free to come on premises. And, frankly, that could have

been a cost savings if the Bureau wanted to come on premises and do some

imaging, and they would share their images with us. There's a way that, you

know, that Gould have saved money for the client. But it wasn't something that
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they were interested in at the time, at that time.

Q Thats helpful. Thank you

Going over to - moving on from CrowdStrike and the FBI, did you ever

have any interactions with any other goverment agencies in relation to the DNC.

hack, Russian involvement in the 2016 elections, or anything like that, or any

members of any government agencies?

A So.yes. For the intrusion, | believe our contacts initially andfor a

while were only with the FBI. And there came a time when we got involved with

the Department of Homeland Security, and hada variety of ongoing meetings with

them for various purposes. We reached out to State officials, to the

State -- Association of Chief Information Officers from the States.

Q Did you meet with anybody else, any members of the Intelligence

Community, either officially or unofficially, to discuss these matters?

MS. RUEMMLER: With respect to the DNC?

oI
Q The DNC, the 2016 Russia election, all things that fit under that sort of

general big ttle.

A So let me provide one general exception. | had meetings and calls

with the FBI when there were a lot of people in the room, and | don't necessarily

know --

Q Yeah, | don't mean that.

A = who was there.

Q  Idontmean the FBI. | don't mean those big conference calls or

anything like that. | mean, did you have any engagements with any members of

the Intelligence Community, not the FBI, one-on-one, or in small groups, or
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telephone calls, or communications with folks, say, such as the Central

Intelligence Agency?

A think as regards to the | think all of the hacking ~ I think all of the

hacking stuff was limited to the FBI and DHS.

Q Okay. So you never had any communications with members of the

CIA[EEdiscussing the ~ not only the hack, but also the possible Russian

intrusion and Russian involvement in the 2016 election?

MS. RUEMMLER: Kash, just to clarify, you're talking about the 2016

timeframe here?

ovI—
Q Well, that's when that incident occurred. I'm asking if you ever have

from that time until today?

A Sol have ~ | have various contacts with members of law enforcement

and the Intelligence Community on behalfofa number of different clients. So I'm

not sure how to —

Q Sure. IMinarrow it down for you. Fair enough. As it relates to what

you and | have been talking about here today

A Right

Q  ~thatis, the DNC hack, the Russian involvement in the 2016 election,

and any information that was derived therefrom, did you meet or discuss with any

members of the Intelligence Community outside of the FBI to provide information,

talk to them about these matters? Did they reach out to you? Did anything like

that ever happen in 2016 or 20177

MS. RUEMMLER: Do you want toconferfor a second?

MR. SUSSMANN: | just want to talk about the range of - | have a lot of
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different clients, and since we've just spoken

MS. RUEMMLER: As long as you don't reveal identity of them, which

You're not permitted to do under the rules, or any content.

MR. SUSSMANN: Can we step outside and talk about how to deal with

the range of clients?

MS. RUEMMLER: Yes.

[Discussion off the record.]

MR. SUSSMANN: Thank you.

Eoproblem.
[The reporter read the record as requested.]

MR. SUSSMANN: So I'm not clear as to the scope of what you're asking

Your question, but Im going to be sort of more expansive in my answer, because

there's nothing -- you said in relation to the things that we discussed today, and

this is not something we've discussed today.

But |did have ~ I don't believe | had ~ 0 two things. | don't believe |

had - | didn't have direct contactwith[ill but| can relate to you some indirect

contacts with [Illi And | had a meeting [Ill] as well.

ovI
Q Okay.

A The [Jil] contact related to specifically my representation of the DNC,

and mycontact[llllll did not relate to my specific representation of the DNC, or

the Clinton campaign, orthe Democratic Party. And | aiso — I'm not — | will do the

best that| can with you. | think there are limits to what | can discuss in an

unclassified setting.

Q Okay, fair enough. What was yourcontact[NN about?
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A So thecontact[lllwas about reporting to them information

that was reported to me about possible contacts, covert or at least nonpublic,

between Russian entities and various entities in the United States associated with

the - or potentially associated with the Trump Organization.

Q And when did thatcontact[lll occur. month and year?

A February 2017.

Q Where did you get that information from to relay to[I?

A From a client of mine,

Q Why did you goto [I

A linitially reached out to[IN -

MS. RUEMMLER: Just to be very careful here to make sure that you don't

disclose any attomey-client or work product privilege information. 1 think you can

talk generally about your general purpose in seeking the meeting, but just be

careful not to disclose any communications between you and your client

A Okay. I'msorry, 50 was the question why?

oI
Q Yes.

A Well, so the purpose of the meeting was to share - you may need to.

repeat your last question. | feel like I'm repeating myself. The purpose was to

share information that

Q Right

A we had that might be

Q You did say, right, that you had ~ you'd received information from a

client -- I'm not asking who — that may be germane to the 2016 election and

associates of the Trump campaign or people affiliated with the Trump campaign.
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So my follow-up question was, why did you goto[Ill] with this

information?

A Oh, I'msomy. And! apologize. | remember what | was going to say.

Itwas — it was, in large part, in response to President Obama's post-election IC

review of potential Russian involvement in the election. And in that regard, | had

made outreach prior to the change in administration in 2016. And for reasons

known and unknown to me, it took a long time to ~ or it took ~ you know, it took a

while to have a meeting, and so it ended up beingafter the change in

administration. But

Q When did you first reach out to[JJJilllll in this regard?

A Probably early December, or sometime in December.

Q 2016?

A 2016

I Our time is up. We'll pick up there when we get off.

Mr. Ranking Member.

MR. SUSSMANN: Okay, thank you.

Congressman Schiff, | apologize that for the length of the questioning, | was.

showing you my ear and my shoulder--

MR. SCHIFF: No worries.

MR. SUSSMANN: --and wasn't paying attention to you. Thank you, Mr.

Conaway.

MR. MCQUAID: Its his better side, so you're well positioned.

MR. SCHIFF: Mr. Sussmann, | want to go back over the timeline a bit,

So you're first brought into this by a partner at the very end of April of 2016.

MR. SUSSMANN: Yes, sir.
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(1:10am)

MR. SUSSMANN: | don't recall. | recall wanting to know that information

from the FBI because it was a top priority for my client to see what had been

exfilrated. And, you know, | have a recollection of the FBI being aware of some

limited exfitration, but | apologize, Congressman, | can't be | don't recall more

specifically

MR. SCHIFF: In late April, according to the Papadopoulos piea and factual

basis, the Trump campaign was made aware through Russian outreach to

Papadopoulos that they were in possession of hacked Clinton emails

MR. SUSSMANN: Uh-huh

MR. SCHIFF: Was that before you were aware of that?

MR. SUSSMANN: If | understandyour question, in late April of 2016,|

was not aware that emails from the DNC had been exfitrated or any large body of

them.

MR. SCHIFF: And that would have been true for May of 2016 as well?

MR. SUSSMANN: Yes.

MR. SCHIFF: So the first ime you may have gotten an inkling that some

files may have been exfilrated would have been the June meeting with the FBI?

MR. SUSSMANN: Well, | believe that we knew that the bad people had

accessed some opposition research. There were indicators, | think, specifically

with regard to opposition research that the intruders had accessed it, and,

perhaps, exfilrated. But our information at the time was limited to that specific

kind of information.

MR. SCHIFF: And the opposition research you're talking about was op

research on Donald Trump?
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MR. SUSSMANN: No.

MR. SCHIFF: And to your recollection, the FBI had presented a two-page

list of what they wanted from CrowdStrike and CrowdStrike went through it, and

over time, would check off tems on the list?

MR. SUSSMANN: Uh-huh. Yes, sir.

MR. SCHIFF: And in the discussions and meetings with the FBI, did they

ever tell you that CrowdStrike had been uncooperative in any way?

MR. SUSSMANN: No. To the contrary.

MR. SCHIFF: And did it - you had offered the FBI the opportunity to come

on the premises and inspect the servers themselves, and they declined that

invitation?

MR. SUSSMANN: Yes.

MR. SCHIFF: You mentioned thatitwould have been more cost effective

for the campaign or the DNC had they wanted to come in and image the servers.

themselves. They didn't

MR. SUSSMANN: It could have been.

MR. SCHIFF: But they never expressed the interest in doing that?

MR. SUSSMANN: No, sir.

MR. SCHIFF: There has been a public narrative - the reason we're asking

these questions. There's been a public narrative that the FBI asked for the

servers and were turned down. To your knowledge, did the FBI ever ask for the

servers?

MR. SUSSMANN: Congressman, the only request of that nature was for

the forensic images that CrowdStrike took, which were shared with the FBI.

MR. SCHIFF: When Director Comey testified, he was asked about this,
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and he said, "In the case of the DNC, and | believe the DCCC, but Im sure the

DNC, we did not have access to the devices themselves. We got relevant

forensic information from a private party, a high-class entity that had done the

work,butwe didn't get direct access.

“Burr: But no content?

“Comey: Correct.

“Burr: Isn't content an important part of forensics from a

counterinteligence standpoint?

“Comey: Itis. But what was briefed to me by the people who were my

folks at the time is that they had gotten the information from the private party, that

they needed to understand the intrusion by the spring of 2016."

Is Director Comey's testimony that the FBI had gotten the information from

the private party that they needed to understand the intrusion consistent with your

recollection?

MR. SUSSMANN: tis. And | believe there is other testimony of Director

Comey. Perhaps at this hearing or another one, where he conceded, or said that

this is typically what happens, that the Bureau relies on other companies to do to.

give him investigative materials.

And in my practice, for 7 or 8 years at the Department of Justice and now

12 years at my firm, that's the way many, many investigations are done in the

cyber context, in the contextof the Foreign Corrupt Practices Act.

Ive led investigations where the Department will direct us to interview these

people and do these things, and we go out and undertake investigations that save

the Department resources.

And when it comes to forensic examination, there's an added assurance in
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that -- a bit-by-bit imageofa server or device that's taken with a particular kind of

software is not going to yield a different result than if that same bit-by-bit image

were taken by someone else in the government.

So we very often, in our investigations, will share our forensic images with

the FBI for the work that we've done — that we're doing.

MR. SCHIFF: And, you know, for us lay people, can you explain what a

forensic image is?

MR. SUSSMANN: Sure.

MR. SCHIFF: Just how much does it reveal about the status of the server,

or the presence of outside parties on the server or the history of what's gone on?

MR. SUSSMANN: Sure. So servers these days are digital. Al the

information on there is 0s and 1s. And the sort of smallest piece of information is

going to be abit. And so when | say its sort of a bit-by-bit image, its an exact

copy of the source material with absolutely no difference between the two.

So there's a methodology and a technology that guarantees forensically

thata copy is being made that is an identical copy of the original. And those

forensic copies are used in court and in other areas where someone needs 0 rely

on a copy being an exact copy in every way of an original

MR. SCHIFF: At what point did CrowdStrike reach its conclusion about

‘Who was on the system and why they were there and what they had done?

MR. SUSSMANN: Well if | can take those in three parts. The who was

on the system was very soon after their engagement. It was — if we spoke to

them on Friday, it was Sunday, Monday, maybe Tuesday, it was just ~ it was in

the very few days after our initial engagement with them. They identified the

Russian actors who were on the network, and they were Russian actors that
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to me that an Amtrak train fell on the Interstate 5 in the heart of my congressional

district, so give me a second to get my thoughts together.

Mr. Sussmann, for those of us who are ofa certain age, we're stil trying to

get our arms around what the heck a cyber crime is and how itis that we might be

able to relate to it: So kindofwant to bring this back to basics and help me put

this in perspective and ask your forbearance with my questions.

To begin with, is t true that unauthorized access ofacomputer is a Federal

crime?

MR. SUSSMANN: Yes, sir.

MR. HECK: What is that crime that is being committed?

MR. SUSSMANN: ts a violation of - at a minimum, its a violation of the

Computer Fraud and Abuse Act, which is section 1030 of Title 18.

MR. HECK: And why do you say “at a minimum"?

MR. SUSSMANN: There could be other associated -- crimes associated

with computer intrusions.

MR. HECK: Such as?

MR. SUSSMANN: Wire fraud, espionage. Other statutes could be

implicated, but the primary statute is the Computer Fraud and Abuse Act.

MR. HECK: What are the penalties?

MR. SUSSMANN: They include fines and imprisonment.

MR. HECK: Imprisonment up to?

MR. SUSSMANN: Up to 10, and | believe that's been amended. And for

certain crimes, repeat crimes up to 20 years.

MR. HECK: So, again, | have no prosecution or criminal defense

background. Is that a certain class of felony? Is ita felony?
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MR. SUSSMANN: Soitis a felony. A felony is defined as any crime for

which the term of imprisonment can be 1 year or more. So they are all felonies.

MR. HECK: Are there classesoffelonies?

MR. SUSSMANN: There are. | don't know offhand ofa —of any

description of these kinds of felonies that might be helpful.

MR. HECK: So | want to ask you generally about the involvement by third

parties, which | also do not understand. So if party A gains unauthorized access

to party B's computer files, they have committed computer fraud and abuse.

If the contents of that theft and let me just digress here. When | explain

this to people back home, the fairly crude analogythat | use is if somebody

accesses your computer files on an unauthorized basis, that's really analogous to

the illegally entering your home, opening up your fiing cabinet, taking files, and

leaving. Is that more or less a fair analogy?

MR. SUSSMANN: tis. In the caseof computers —in the case ofa

computer system, no one needs to leave with your files. So | think your analogy

is apt, but it would be apt if someone walked into your home, broke into your

home, was not supposed to be there, rummaged through — looked and read your

files and left without them. | think that's enough to satisfy the analogy.

MR. HECK: So they don't have to exfilrate the files

MR. SUSSMANN: Correct.

MR. HECK: ~in order to be in violation of the computer fraud and abuse?

So back to the third party, and at what point or ever does third-party

possession of exfilrated files constitute a crime?

MR. SUSSMANN: |think it would matter what -- | think what would matter,

sir, is the means by which a third party received the information. Butif | can make
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a comparison, possession of hacked, stolen information isn't, per se, a crime in the

way that possession of classified information could be a crime,

And, maybe more to the point, possession of illegally wiretapped

information can also be a crime. But the statute doesn't punish the mere

possession to the mere innocent possession of hacked information.

MR. HECK: So the analogy that| use to describe this breaks down

vis-a-vis physical material insofar as possession of stolen ~~ mere possession of

stolen physical material can, in fact, be a crime, but not 1's and 0's.

MR. SUSSMANN: Well, | think for both it probably depends on the

circumstances. So ifthe person possessing the hacked material was a part of the

plan, and his or her possession of it was in furtherance of that plan, then that could

be criminal conduct.

MR. HECK: So what | think|just heard you say is if they knowingly aided

or abetted in the intrusion and the exfitration, whether or not they were the party
conducting it, that would constituteor could conceivably constitute a crime?

MR. SUSSMANN: It could, yes, sir

MR. HECK: What about post facto, knowingly possessing that which was

illegally obtained, is there any level of crime committed depending on, A, the

knowledge that it was stolen, or, B, the manner in which itis used?

MR. SUSSMANN: I'm not an expert in every aspect of the criminal code,

but with regard my understanding is with regard to the Computer Fraud and

Abuse Act, if Joe, hypothetical person, is a computer hacker and hacked

information and stole i, and then he went and visited with his friend Sally and said,

Hey, | just found some interesting information, do you want to take a look at it, or

let me leave it here with you, | don't believe that Sally's after-the-fact possession of
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MR. SUSSMANN: That's my understanding.

MR. CONAWAY: And do you believe that the IT vendor was aware that

the FBI thought it was the Russians throughout that conversation or at some point

in that conversation, so that your client and the FBI had come to an independent

conclusion on their own?

MR. SUSSMANN: | don't know.

MR. CONAWAY: Okay. | thought what you mentioned that -- during

those late April conversations between your client, that the FBI - or that the you

said the FBI had determined it was the Russians?

MR. SUSSMANN: Well, | apologize. Let me try to be more clear.

MR. CONAWAY: | was just trying to figure out, and I'm not sure why I'm

asking you this question, but which one knew first or f they were independent?

MR. SUSSMANN: Well, so the first time | learned about this was in April

So my understanding about what happened prior to Aprils froma variety of

sources, a lot of it, sort of public reporting. So | don't know the specifics of who

said what and who knew what.

My understanding is that the FBI knew a lot about these actors. | don't

know what specifically they shared with the vendor during that timeframe before

Api

MR. CONAWAY: Before you got involved? Okay.

MR. SUSSMANN: Yes, sir

MR. CONAWAY: The Podesta emails that were stolen, were those in the

possession of DNC or the Clinton campaign?

MR. SUSSMANN: Neither. They were — my understanding is they

were it was Mr. Podesta’s Gmail account that he - well, | don't really know
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where they really like conspiracy theories. And this -- a very intriguing one with

the tragic death ofa young staffer, and the idea that he downloaded allthis

material to a thumb drive, flash drive, walked out of the building with it. That's not

a hack per se from an external. Thatwould be an inside job.

Do you believe that the DNC had adequate tracking devices to know that

that did not happen in terms of logging and knowing their own systems?

MR. SUSSMANN: | don't knowif the DNC - | think the question you're

asking me is, did the DNC have sufficient logging to know if an individual user

copied files onto a thumb drive?

MR. CONAWAY: Yes.

MR. SUSSMANN: | don't know the answer to that question.

MR. CONAWAY: Okay. Allright. [Ill

ovI
Q Mr. Sussmann. My name is[EE "the IN

for the majority, and Il be filing in herefor [J who had to leave.

| want to just follow up on some areas that he was questioning you on.

Arid Id ike to go back, before we before the ranking member began his

questions, and that was a line of questioningthat[Jillllwas asking regarding, |

think, your actions with[IS

A Yessir.

Q  Inlate 2016, if 'm not mistaken. Is that correct?

A 1 more broadly, late 2016 and early 2017.

Q Okay. Canyou--so lets start with[. You said you met with

somebody or some representatives[
A Not exactly, but| can just explain to you what — the nature of the
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contact,

Q Sue. Okay.

A $0 as you may be able to imagine, late in the summer of 2016, there

was a lot of concern and paranoia, and know where the line is, among all sorts of

Democratic Parties about Russian hacking and Russian docs'ing (ph), meaning

the release of information and, the extent of Russian penetration

And so there came a point in time when the DNC put a — hired an outside

vendor to do a sweep of its facilty to look for listening devices. And they hired

this outside vendor, and they had — they didn't find -- well, they had findings, but

they did not find any sort of listening device.

And then some time in the fall, the DNC reengaged this vendor, and the

vendor came in and did their whatever they do. And | was contacted by the DNC

after they received the second report, and this second report indicated that there

were some unusual RF signals emanating from, or near chairwoman or interim

chair Donna Brazile's office.

And the company couldn't determine the exact source of it. And there was

a comment that said, tis is not unlike the way transmitters can be embedded, you

Know, into walls, 50 they transmit out. And they didnt -- but notwithstanding that,

they did not believe that this was the result of any kind of foreign surveillance.

And, so, | looked at the report, and what troubled me about the conclusion

was that they didn't go figure out what itis. ~ Like, they had the equipment. Go - |

mean, | appreciate that they didn't think it was something, but they seemed ike

they had the ability, they had the equipment to find out what itis.

And 0, | recommended to the DNC that they bring the vendor in and try

and just bring in their equipment and figure out, ike, go find the thing. And then |
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recommended to the DNC that | contact counterintelligence officials at the FB,

and just report to them, just sortof an a see-something, say-something basis.

Even if this company didn't think it was something, our broader — this is my

belief, that our broader counterintelligence community can see this piece and plug

itn with other pieces and they just have a broader look about whats going on

And so two agents from the counterinteligence at the FBI came to visit me

in my office

Q Was thatin -- what time was that in 2016? Was that after the

election?

A No, this was October, probably.

Q Okay.

A They came to my office, and | gave them the report from this

company, explained to them what was going on. And they said they wanted to

look into the particular frequency and what it was used for and some other issues,

and they wanted to share thereport[I

And | don't really recall the specific needorexpertise[I but

they asked my permission. | said, absolutely. Do whatever you'd like. And

they and so | had sort of several- | had some back and forth conversations with

the Bureau, and in some of them they relayed their communications or questions

_—
So while I didn't meet with anyone that knewof[ENat the time, |

was sort of, in some ways, in a three-way conversation[Jillthrough the

Bureau on this issue, which ended up to be nothing
Itended up to not be what anyone believed to be some sort of bugging or

operationof a foreign intelligence service. But| may or may not have known the
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name of the person [ll] but | certainly encouraged the Bureau to reach out to

them if that was helpful in any way, and had a bunch of sort of back and forth

about it

Q And the back and forths were between FBI agents and you regarding

the conversations the FBI washaving[lll concerning the information the

vendor provided the FBI. Is that correct?

A Yes. Itwas my direct communications were with the FBI. They

were communicating as well JJJllllll and gathering other information, and then

reengaging with me on what they had found or if they wanted further information.

Q When the FBI was asking you questions or briefing you on their

findings or summaries of their conversations[EN what were those kind

of- what were those conversations about? Were they just telling you what they

heard

A—

_________________§R |]

ISo i allowed me
to report back to my client that they don't have anything to worry about about this

particular thing.

And | believe everyone'sinstruction was to get the company back. |

remember they looked at the report and said, this company these are all former

Bureau guys, and they're using like better equipment than we have because they

have a better budget than we do. So their work is very good, and you've got good

people in here, but they should lie bring it back and figure out what itis, because

something is sending off a signal.

Q Do you remember who you spoke with at the FBI on this matter?
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A Well | remember —

Q Do you remember the specific names of the agents you spoke with?

A No. I might be able to find that, but| reached outtoIN

which was the | mentioned earlier, was the WFO cyber crime guy who the

DNC - sort of the DNC's main contact. And he would be my main contact,

Earlier this morning, |talked about threats. | was a central point for

physical threats, and all sortsof threats would come in. | would sort of feed things

through him. And | remember reaching out to him and saying There's a report,

can you connect me with someone. He said, Oh, yeah, | know the Russia guys at

WFO who've been doing this. I'l put you in touch

think oneofthe gentleman, his last name was[llllll But | may be able

to find a record of my communications and send that, if that would be helpful

IEEE Okay. Mr. Schiff, Im we're almost done with our

15 minutes. Ive got some more questions, so I'l just defer to you for the next 15.

The next question I'm going to ask is going to probably have a lengthy response

and follow up.

MR. SCHIFF: Why don't you continue.

EE O<xy. Ves.si:

ovI
Q  twantto now shift to[lllllll. So you also now had a conversation

with representativesof[N-

A Uh-huh.

Q Can you explain when that conversation occurred exactly? What was

the timeframe?

A Solhad a conversation with the [Jill] current general counsel in
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December 2016. And then in February, | believe, | had a meetingat[IN

Q Do yourememberwhat time in February? Was it early or mid or late

February?

A Ithinkit was early.

Q Early February. And the - let's go back to the conversation that you

hadwith[lllOGC -- or general counsel, | guess. You had a meeting with the

general counsel?

A Justa phone call.

Q Phone call. And what was the phone call about?

A linitiated the phone call. And | said, in some manner, | understand

that the President has ordered a review of al intelligence relating to the election,

and | have some information that may be germane to the subject matter of the

investigation, and offered to come meet with her or, | don't know, you know,

someoneat[END they were interested, to hear abou ths information
And that was really the that was the nature of the call

Q What was the response from the general counsel?

A Well it was an expression of interest, but in fairmess, this was a cold

call. So | wasn't expecting any, like, thank you for calling, something along the

lines of thank you for calling, and Il speak to some people here and someone will

get back to you

Q And she did she indicate that she would get back to you in another

point regarding your offer?

A Uh-huh

Q And what was the information that you had in Decemberof “16 that

prompted the phone call? What was it that you wanted to share with[I
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A I wanted to share information showing possible contacts between, you

know, people unknown to me in Russia and the Trump Organization — I know

that's a broad statement - the Trump Organization and others in the United

States.

Q And where did this information come from?

A It came froma cent.

Q Can you mention who that client is?

MS. RUEMMLER: I'm going to instruct you not to answer.

MR. SUSSMANN: | cannot

ov EE
Q Was thata client that you had represented prior to representing the

DNC?

MS. RUEMMLER: |think you can answer that question.

MR. SUSSMANN: Prior to representing the DNC on this matter?

oI
Q Yes

A Yes

Q Did the information that you received from this client come into your

possession or knowledge after the election, after the presidental election in

November 2016?

A No.

Q So the information that you had that you discussed with the general

counselof[lin December was information you knew about prior to the

election, presidential election in 20167

A Yes.
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Q And when did you know -- when did your client, without giving me

obviously the name of the client, when did your client tellyou about this new

information or information that you had known about, that prompted your callin

December?

MS. RUEMMLER: I'm going to instruct him not to answerthat. |think that

cals for information that's covered by privilege.

Ee!'m not asking -- and | understand your point. I'm

not asking -- 'm only trying to get an understanding of when the information was

conveyed to your client.

He's indicated that he had a phone call with the general counselatll]

ME So 'm just trying to understand when he became awareofthis specific

information that he then notified the GC about

Can you just give me a timeframe as to --

MS. RUEMMLER: Can you give the general timeframe?

MR. SUSSMANN: How general?

MS. RUEMMLER: Season.

MR. MCQUAID: Season.

MR. SUSSMANN: Sure. Probably the summer of 2016.

oI
Q Okay. This information that you had that prompted and | guess,

what prompted — so | guess | should ask, what prompted you to make a call to Jl]
[Il in December if you had known about this information for, say, 6 months or

fonger?

A Because the as| ~ | apologize, because | can't clearly recall which

information | only departed to your colleague ~ of not.
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Q Yeah. And-

A Sol apologize if I'm repeating something or | haven' said it before, but

the President was -- President Obama had ordered a review of all intelligence

regarding — | don't remember specifically what the executive order said, but

anything involving Russian interference or activity regarding the election.

And this information seemed to fall roughly within that, and so | thought that

might be ~ or my client thought that that might be something that was relevant for

those that were gathering information regarding foreign-based actors.

Q Okay. I mean, so just for the record, you were not part of the

‘administration. You were a private attorney at the time?

A Yessir.

Q And you'd heard about the —this call?

A Yessir.

Q Okay. Sowhy didn't you then — if you felt that it was necessary to

‘convey the information you had been aware of to appropriate sources, ifyou will

appropriate entities, in this case you'd thought[Illlllwas appropriate,why didn't

You convey this information earlier to the FBI, or had you?

A lhad

Q So you had had a private ~ you had had a separate conversation with

a representative of the FBI regarding this same information?

A Yes.

Q And who in the FBI did you speak with?

A Its general counsel.

Q Okay. And that would be?

A Jim Baker.
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Q And when did that conversation occur on or about?

A Middle of September 2016.

Q And what did Mr. Baker advise you to do?

A Advise me to do?

Q Yeah. Orwhatwas what did he - how did he respond to the

information that you conveyed to him?

A He said thank you.

Q Did he offer any follow-on

A No.

Q engagements, or did he promise that he would pass it on?

A Butto be clear, | told him | didn't want any. | mean, | was sharing

information, and | remember telling him at the outset that | was meeting with him

specifically, because any information involving a political candidate, but particularly

information of this sort involving potential relationship or activity with a foreign

government was highly volatile and controversial.

And I thought and | remember telling him that it would be a not-so-nice

thing ~ | probably used a word more stronger than "not so nice” - to dump some

information like this on a case agent and create some sort of a problem.

And 50 |was coming to him mostly because | wanted him to be able to

decide whetheror not to act or not to act, or to share or not to share, with

information | was bringing him to insulate or protect the Bureau or -- | don't know.

just thought he would know best what to do or not to do, including nothing at the

time.

And if1 could just go on, | know for my time as a prosecutor at the

Department of Justice, there are guidelines about when you act on things and
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when close to an election you wait sort of untilafterthe election.

And |didn't know what the appropriate thing was, but | didn't want to put the

Bureau or him in an uncomfortable situation by, as | said, going to a case agent or

sort of dumping itn the wrong place. So | met with him briefly and

Q Did you meet -- was it a personal meeting or a phone call?

A Personal meeting.

Q  Atthe FBI?

A Atthe FBI.

And if | could just continue to answer your question, and so|told him this

information, but didn't want any follow-up, didn't ~ in other words, | wasn't looking

for the FBI to do anything. | had no ask. | had no requests. And | remember

saying, I'm not you don't need to follow up with me. | just feel like | have left

this in the right hands, and he said, yes.

Q And when you chose the general counsel of the FBI, is it because you

had a professional relationship with him? Did you know him personally?

A Iknow I mean, | know him professionally, but just from having been

atthe Department for a long time, been in Washington, | know most — | just know.

most | know a lot of agency general counsel, so | don't have a particularly closer

relationship with him than other people.

But! knew in his role, he seemed like the right person to go to with

potentially sensitive information, and that he would ~ | had hoped or assumed he

would know what to do or what was in the best interest of the Bureau and of our

country so that, | mean

Q Fair enough

So you met with the general counsel(Jill You met with the general
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counsel of the FBI.

A No. Excuseme. I'm sorry. You could finish.

Q You had a phone call with the general counselof[Ill in

December?

A Yessir

Q And you met with, in person, the general counsel of the FBI in

September?

: A Yes. And apologize for interrupting.

Q Yes. lIsthat correct?

A Yes.

Q Okay. Did you have any other meetings with any other administration

officials regarding the information you conveyed to the FBI GCand[lllGC?

Was there anyone else you contacted that worked for the Federal Government?

A Notthat| recall.

Q Okay. Sothose are the only two? Now, | want to ask you, what was

the information about?

A The information was about communications, or potential

communications between persons unknown in Russia, and persons unknown

associated with the Trump Organization.

Q Information that was given to you by a client?

A Yes.

Q So that information was not given to you by any other source but the

client you represented?

A Absolutely.

Q Was that client Glenn Simpson?
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A I don't know who that person is.

Q Okay. The information, and you mentioned it just before we broke,

you said it was communications between persons - can you just describe it again,

what the information was that you conveyed to the two principals? It was.

communications between U.S. persons and unknown folks in Russia?

A ltwas information that could demonstrate contacts or communications

between unknown persons in Russia and unknown persons associated, or

potentially associated with the Trump Organization

Q  Iwantto go back to [fll]. So you had — after you had the phone

call with the general counsel, you then had a meeting in early February?

A Yes

Q And who was in the meeting?

A Arepresentative from the Office of General Counsel.

Q And who was that individual?

A I don'tknow.

Q Okay.

A And another [ES
Q Okay. Where was the meeting located?

A HE
Q Okay. Was tin the Office of General Counsel or just - do you

remember where you had the meeting?

A I don't think it was in OGC, but, you know, | followed someone upstairs

and we walk around, walk around, walk around, go in a conference room, 50

Q So the and the other person who was not a lawyer was - did they

identify where they work?
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A He was in -- yes, he did identify where he was from.

Q Okay. And where was he from?

A some sortof[I

Q section?

A Something, yeah.

Q Okay. And that was in early February thereabouts in 2017ofthis

year?
A Yeah

Q And was ~ did you provide documents to the individuals?

A Idd

Q Do you have copies of those documents?

A Ibelieve | may.

Q Have those been provided to the committee?

Aldon

MS. RUEMMLER: If you know. If you know.

MR. SUSSMANN: 1 don't know.

oYI
Q Could you provide those to the committee?

A lcantanswer.

Q  Whynot?

A 1 probably want to talk to my lawyer about just some like legal

MS. RUEMMLER: Wecanfollow up.

MR. SUSSMANN: legal issues potentially. | don't know, you know.

IE Go ahead, sir
MR. CONAWAY: You gave them to [Jill] but there's some reason you
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cannot give them to us?

MR. SUSSMANN: Congressman, Im just being very careful in my

answers to be as forthright and truthful as | can be.

MR. CONAWAY: So the question would be, we would obviously want, at a

minimum, everything you gave[lll as partofthis inquiry, scrub —

MS. RUEMMLER: We'll work with the committee to get you those.

MR. SUSSMANN: Your colleague just asked me a question that | just felt

it was better to not say yes or of course, just to give a more considerate response.

(2:10pm)

oI
Q Okay. So--and wellltalk about getting those documents. How long

was the meeting?

A Probably over 1hour andunder 2

Q Okay. And you explained — I would imagine when you provided the

documents to the representatives[ND you — did you explain how you

obtained the documents?

A No. I mean, not specifically
Q So they didn't ask you where you obtained them? 1 mean, if you're in

the room and someone gives you documents, | would imagine that the question

one would ask would be, well, where did you get these?

A Thats true. But notwithstanding, | did not discuss it with the.

Q So there was no -- no discussion whatsoever of the source of the.

information you were providing?

A No. No, and in particular because - because the information is, and

should be otherwise verifiable. And so that was really the premise, that | wasn't
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there to discuss, and | didn't discuss where the information came from, but it was.

information that | believed that they could verify - | mean, they could verify the

information.

Whatever conclusions could be drawn from it were not were not mine to

make, and so I'm not commenting on that. But in terms of here's X, they would

verify the information if they wanted to.

Q Okay. So you did not, during that meeting, divulge the identity of your

client that provided the information?

A No.

Q And what did the representativesfrom[Jill indicate to you as to

‘what they were going to do with the information?

A Atthat meeting, they said they would review it, and there was an FBI

liaison person at there, and they said they were going to - they were going to

discuss it with that person as well

Q Okay.

A But, again, | remember making clear, at several intervals, that | was

not coming with a request. | was not making a request of anything. |wasn't

asking for any reporting, that ust was sharing information that they may or may

not may or may not be useful to them or others. And | made -- | don't believe or

recall making any request of them at all, and t was a similar conversation to the

one | described with Mr. Baker.

Q  Atthe time you had the meeting with the representativesof[lllin

February of this year, were you stil representing the Democratic National

Comittee as a client?

A Well, I'm going to give you an answer now, and | don't mean to be cute
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in my answer.

a sue

A But my firm represents the Democratic National Committee, our

political law group. They're two floors below me and they sort of do all this stuff

Im a cybersecuritylprivacy lawyer.

So | wasn't doing work for ~ | wasn't doing work for the DNC, but it wouldn't

be accurate to say that | was no longer representing them. And | don't know if fm

drawing a distinction that's t0o fine a point.

Q No, that's fair. So let me ask you this question: When you decided

to engage the two principles, one, Mr. Baker in September, and the general

counsel of[lll in December, you were doing that on your own volition, based

on information another client provided you. Is that correct?

A No

Q So whatwas - so did your client direct you to have those

conversations?

A Yes

Q Okay. And your client also was witting of you going tofll in

February to disclose the information that individual had provided you?

A Yes.

Q Back tothe FBI. You obviously had a conversation or you had a

meeting at the FBI with Mr. Baker. Was there anybody else in the room from the

FBI in that room with you?

A No

Q Did you ever meet with any -- subsequent to that meeting, did you

ever meet with any other representative of the FBI concerning that information that
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you were sharing with Mr. Baker?

A Notthat| ~1 mean, no. |was going to say not that I recall, but that

would be a tough one to not recall.

Q  Soitwas just you and Mr. Baker atthe FBI. There was no other no

other individuals in the room?

A Correct

Q And did you give the same — did you give the documents that you

gave[lin February of "17 to Mr. Baker in September of "16?

A left documents with Mr. Baker. | just want{o be careful. |don't

recall if they were the same. | mean,| can't -- | don't left documents with

Mr. Baker. 1 left documents with[fll] | don't know when you say they're the

same, I'm not sure if they were identical or --

Q So you may have left some different documents with Mr. Baker in

‘September that were —

A Oran update, or one ~ a document may have been updated.

Q Okay. Sothe batch that[lll received in February was.

presumably different than the batch that the FBI received in September, the

preceding year, generally speaking?

A Well, I just don't want to say that they're —

Q The exact same.

A the same.

Q And there was no FBI follow-up at all to you or your client regarding

that information that you're aware of?

A No.

Q Okay. | wantto ask you, so you mentioned thatyourclient directed
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you to have these engagements with the FBIand [JJJilllland to disseminate the

information that client provided you. Is that correct?
A Well | apologize for the double negative. It srt not correct, but when

You say my client directed me, we had a conversation, as lawyers do with their
clients, about client needs and objectives and the best course to take for a cient.

And so it may have been a decision that we came (0 together. | mean, |
don't want to imply that | was sortofdirected to do something against my better
judgment, or that we were in any sort of conflict, but ths was ~ 1 think its most
accurate to say it was done on behalf of my client.

Q Okay. Atwhattime did your - when didyour client approach you with
this information that you shared with the FBI and [lll]

A think| already answered that
Q Was that prior to September of 16, or was itn the summer? Was it

in June? So you said your client- you received information in June. Is that
correct? June or summer.

A think] was directed by my lawyer t give you a season. So think
said summer.

Q Okay, fair enough. | apologize. Did you talk to any individuals or

persons that you knew were journalists or representatives of media organizations
with the same information that you brought to the attention of the FB! and [lll]

A No. Butl think that the - can | rephrase your question?
a sue
A 1did speak with people about the nature of the same - the nature of

the information. But in terms of providing the same information, the answer is no
But | don't want to give you a no to that answer and | feel like it would be
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misleading. So |didn't provide the same information to anyone else, but | did

discuss -| did discuss the subject matter of what

Q What you were aware of?

MS. RUEMMLER: To members of the media, just to beclear --

MR. SUSSMANN: Yes. Okay.

MS. RUEMMLER: ~ because that was the question that was asked

oYI
Q But you never gave those documents to any members or journalists

that you knew were media individuals?

A No. Iprovided I provided documents, and | can't — | can't say that

they were the same documents or not

Q Did you ever

A They weren't dissimilar in any meaningful way.

Q Did you give those documents to anybody that you knew would

further -- would ~ that you had reason to believe would disseminate that

information to the media?

A No.

Q In other words, did you give the information to a third party with the

understanding that that person may provide that information?

A No.

Q So the information you had you only gave to the 751, [ll You

never disseminated those materials to anybody. Noother third party other than

the FB! and[NY
A No.

Q Okay.
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A No,no. No, mean --

Q No, meaning you did disseminate?

A Yes. And apologize. | thought was clear.

Q So who else did you disseminate that information to, in termsof hard

copies of documents?

A Just to be clear, whether its similar information or the exact

information, I'm not clear.

Q Okay,

A But! shared that information with The New York Times

Q Okay.

A ~The Washington Post, and a writer or reporter for Slate.

Q And what was the timeframe of those engagements with those media

representatives? Was itin 2016 or was it this year, in 20172

A 2016

Q After the election?

A No.

Q Okay. Soall of those were before the election?

A Yes.

Q Would you be willing to tell us who you met with at The New York

Times?

MS. RUEMMLER: | think you can answer that. Just be precise whether

it's meeting or by phone or

MR. SUSSMANN: So it was Eric Lichtblau (ph) with The New York Times.

oI
Q And who did you were there others?
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A No.

Q Who did you meet with at The Washington Post?

A Ellen Nakashima

Q And Site?

A Frank Foer, F-o-e, F-e-0. Frankiin

Q Were you aware are you aware that the information you provided

actually made its way into writen articles that were published as a result of the

information you shared?

MS. RUEMMLER: If you know.

MR. SUSSMANN: Yes.

BY ]
Q And what are the dates of those articles, to the best of your

knowledge?

A So the Slate article was the end of October, early November; and the

Times made a passing reference to it around that time as well

Q Late October, early November?

A Uh-huh.

Q And that information, to the best of your knowledge, that was reported

in those publications, was of the same flavor or generally similar to the information

you conveyed to the FBI and [lll
A Yes.

ESdo you have any more questions on this? Im going
to go through a couple.

MR. CONAWAY: So who came firs the FBI, then the journalists, or the

jouaists, the 81, {fll What was the pecking order?
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MR. SUSSMANN: Journalists, FBI. Well, they're sort of mixed.

Journalists and FBI are mixed and then [D.

MR. CONAWAY: Allright, thanks.

EE should | just keep going?

MR. SCHIFF: Yes

MR. MCQUAID: Is it okay to take a break?

MR. CONAWAY: Sure.

[Recess]

IE Thank you. Well go back on the record. Again,Jl
ere

ovI
Q The conversations you had with the journalists, the ~

A Oh, excuse me. | did not recall a sort of minor conversation that | had

with Mr. Baker, which | don't think it was necessarily related to the question you

‘asked me, but | just wanted to tell you abouta phone call that | had with him 2

days after|met with him, just because | had forgotten it

When | met with him, | shared with him this information, and | told him that

there was also a news organization that has or had the information. And he

called me 2 days later on my mobile phone and asked me for the name of the

journalist or publication, because the Bureau was going to ask the public -- was

going to ask the journalist or the publication to hold their story and not publish it,

and said that like it was urgent and the request came from the top of the Bureau.

So anyway, it was, you know, a S-minute, if that, phone conversation just for that

purpose.
Q Thats good to know. Was that information the same information that
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you talked to Mr. Baker about?

A Yes

Q Okay. Sothe FBI then -- so, at some point, the FBI was very

concerned about that actually appearing in the New York Times. Is that correct?

A Yes, yes. My understanding is they —

Q Did he explain why they were so concerned?

A No. He justdidn't want -- just didn't want it to be revealed publicly.

Q Okay. Butthen again - but you never had any follow-on meetings

with any other —

A No.

Q representatives of the FBI?

A No. Thatwas my last conversation with Mr. Baker about that topic.

Q And that call that you had regarding the impending news article was --

A ltwas 2 days — it was 2 days later. And my understandingof - from

Mr. Baker of the timing was that | met with him in the course of an otherwise busy

day, and he didn't have a chance ~ that someone had just looked at just gotten

to wherever | got to, and sort of got back to him, and said it was an urgent call

Q Okay. The conversations you had with the journalists, the

conversations you hadwith[lll the general counsel, who | believe was

EEE s that correct?
A Uh-huh

Q And then the representativesof[lll2 few months later, and

then including the September meting with Mr. Baker, did you discuss anything

else outside of the documents that you were sharing? Were there any other ~ is

there any other information that you discussed with them relative to Russa, the
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Trump campaign, the Clinton campaign, the election? Was there any other

information that was —

A Other than chitchat, nothing that| can recall.

Q Okay. Okay. Real quick, | just want to finish up on one area here

before I go on to my next set of questions, and that is the February meeting that

‘you had with[Ill So when you had a phone call with the general counsel

in December, | think you said that there was no resolution, you just had conveyed

the information that you had at your disposal over a phone. And was there a

promise for a follow-on meeting by her,or did you kind of -- was it just kind of left

open-ended?

A Alittié of both. When | -- my first conversation with her, she said, you

know, like | don't know, some version of yes, we're — yes, we're interested. We're

doing this review and Il speak to someone here, and someone will get back to

You to arrange a meeting. Something — you know, something of that nature.

And then |think this was — | think this was December. Maybe it was

getting even close to the holidays. And |think | heard back the following week

that -I:the
last | heard was that the FBI would be contacting me.

Q And they never did, though, right?

A No.

Q Okay. So when you went back to[lll - or when you went to

EE February ~
A Yeah

Q how did that meeting get arranged? Did you call back and

schedule that with somebody, or did they reach out 10 you to schedule the
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meeting?

A No. Iwas in another client meeting, completely unrelated. And | was

meeting with someone who had a had some relationship withJS perhaps
had worked there in the past. And | guess | relayed this information or the lack of

interest in this information, whatever it may be.

And then he said, oh, | know people who would be interested in hearing

this. | know people who sort of, you know, do this work and they're in the.

business of --[ME. They're in the business of collecting

things. They evaluate. They do what they want to do, but, you know so it was

nothing more exciting than that

Q Okay. Backto your client. |know you can't divuige the nameof your

client. 1 asked you whether you whether that client was Glenn Simpson, Peter

Fritsch, or Thomas Kattan (ph), which you confirmed that it was none of those

individuals. Wasyour client Fusion GPS or Bean LLC?

A Somyclient was not Fusion GPS. And | have never heard of Bean

Le.

Q Okay.

A Which also, | think, allows me to say it was not Bean LLC. |don't

know Bean LLC.

Q  Fairenough. Okay. Actually, kind of a segue, because | want to talk

alittle bit about Fusion GPS. Christopher Steele, are you familiar with him? |

mean, I'm sure you've read about him in the newspaper.

A Yessir

Q Did you ever meet with Christopher Steele in 20167

A Yes
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Q And when did you meet with him?

A Give ortake a week or so in either direction, probably the well,

probably in — probably in early August, but | don't recall specifically.

Q Was thatthe first time you had met with Mr. Steele?

A Yes

Q Had you ever met with Mr. Steele prior to that

A No.

Q on any other occasion?

A No.

Q And how did that interaction with Mr. Steele occur in August, on or

‘about August of 2016?

A My partner, Marc Elias, told methatthis guy was coming in and a little

bit of - sortof ~ | guess was coming to Washington. And he asked meif | would

meet with him and sort of vet him. Just meet with him and -- | have a security

clearance. I've been over to GCHQ. Like just meet with him and sort of size up

this guy and vet him. So that was the purposeof — that was the purpose of my

meeting. | met with him, and it was

Q  Whatdid you talk about?

MS. RUEMMLER: As stated, |think that question calls for information

protected by the attorney-client and or work product privileges. I'l instruct him not

to answer.

ovI
Q Wasyour client ~ the client that gave you the information that you

shared with the F81 and [I

MR. CONAWAY: I'ma CPA, nota lawyer. So Steele comes to you. Is
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Steele your client?

MR. SUSSMANN: No.

MR. CONAWAY: So how do you invoke attorney-client privilege for a guy

Who's not your client?

MS. RUEMMLER: So Mr. Steele was a subcontractorfor Fusion GPS,

which had been retained

MR. CONAWAY: | know what the answer is. | need you to talk into the

microphone so she can record it.

MS. RUEMMLER: Oh, I'm sorry. It's such an intimate room in here, |

forgot that we need to speak into the microphone.

Fusion GPS was retained by Perkins Coie on behalf of the DNC and Hillary

for America, the Clinton campaign, for the purpose of assisting as a consultant to

another Perkins partner, Mr. Elias, who was here last week. And that relationship

between Perkins Cole and Fusion GPS is protected by the attorney-client and

work product privileges.

MR. CONAWAY: So Mr. Steele is an employee of Fusion GPS as well?

MS. RUEMMLER: Our understanding is that he was a subcontractorof

Fusion GPS. So that was part of the consultant - consultancy for which Perkins

Cole retained Fusion GPS on behalf of the DNC and the Clinton campaign

MR. CONAWAY: So Mr. Elias asked you to vet Mr. Steele specifically for

his work at Fusion GPS, so that you were, in effect, working for one client

umbrella?

MR. SUSSMANN: 1didnt hear.

MR. CONAWAY: It was underone client umbrella, Fusion GPS and

Christopher Steele.
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Q When you went in to vet him in this meeting in August, did you have

work product that was provided by him --

A No

Q that you had reviewedpriorto the meeting?

A No

Q So you'd never met him. Had you done any research on him?

A No

Q This was just essentially ike a cold meeting, for lack ofa better word?

A Yeah. Ifound out about the meeting in the approximately hour before

it happened.

Q Okay. Who else was in that meeting other than you and Mr. Steele?

A If recall correctly, two Fusion GPS guys.

Q And who were they?

A ltwas the Glenn guy, the tall guy. | don't recall his last name.

Samp

Q simpson?

A Simpson. And | think the Peter guy.

Q Peter Fritsch, okay. And was Mr. Elias in the meeting, too?

A No.

Q Did Mr. Steele provide you anything at that meeting?

A Well, not as you indicate by your gesture.

Q Documents. Did he give you documents?

A No, hedid not. He provided his thoughts.

Q Did the conversation pertain to things that relate to what is now called

the Trump dossier?
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MS. RUEMMLER: 1 think, as stated, I'm going to instruct the witness not to

answer. | think that invokes the privilege. And the line that I'm trying to draw is

around the sort of content of — the content and communications in the meeting.

EE Okay. And that privilege is being asserted by Fusion or

Perkins?

MS. RUEMMLER: No, itis asserted by Perkins on behalf of its cients, the

DNG and Hillary for America. And to be clear for the record, | am counsel to the

law fim of Perkins Coie and its partners, so

ovI
Q So, obviously, you will not answer the question as to whether or not

the dossier was the subjectof your meeting or any information was shared by

them. So you've answered that. You've asserted a privilege.

Was there anything else that was discussed that didn't relate to them

concerning the dossier?

MS. RUEMMLER: Again, as stated, I'm going to instruct the witness not to

answer. | think that calls for privileged information.

oI
Q Was there any -- was there any promises to do anything as a result of

that meeting, either by Mr. Steele or by you?

A No

Q Were you aware of any further actions that were going to be taken by

Mr. Steele or his representatives from Fusion GPS?

A No. And, to be clear, all | knew was that this guy Mr. Steele - or what

thought | knew, it may or may not be so — was being considered for some sort of

either engagement or project or something thatfor which my vetting someone
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cared what | had to say about my impressionsofhim as an individual. But | didn't

know more and I didn't ask more.

Q Did you have any belief that he was there because he was presumably

doing opposition research?

A Well, I think that's a litle too specific. If he had -- | mean, |don't

know. I'm not trying to be cute. If he had information, | don't know if he was like:

researching things or he was, like, Here's what | know from what I've — | mean, |

think the point was he would have useful information. | don't know if it was

‘coming from research or what source, but yeah

Q Did you know in your mind, as you best recollect, that when you

walked in the meeting that this individual named Mr. Steele was doing opposition

research for the Democratic National Committee?

A No. And in particular, because |didnt know ~ | absolutely did not

know at that point if he was engaged by someone, orif this was like, oh, maybe

this is someone we will engage with. | didn't know. 1 didn't know.

Q Okay.

A lwas-

Q  Solets go forward. Did you have any other engagements with

Mr. Steele after this August engagement?

A Notthat| recall

Q No phone calls, no meetings?

A No.

Q You mentioned Mr. Simpson, who was in this meeting in August.

A The Glenn guy.

Q Yes, Glenn Simpson.
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A Right

Q And you said Peter Fritsch was in there, right

A Yes

Q tothe best of your understanding?

A Yes

Q Had you ever met those two individuals before?

A Ithink| had. And the reason | say | think | had is | had met them on

another occasion. The sequencing is — t's just hard for me to recallif | met with

them before that meeting or after that meeting. | think | might have — | might have

‘met with them once before.

Q And obviously in this instance, you were counsel, partner to Perkins

Cole, right?

A Yes.

Q And your law firm had retained Mr. Simpson's firm. Is that right?

A Idontknow.

MS. RUEMMLER: If you know.

oEE
Q  Ifyouknow.

A Ibelieve that to be the case, but

Q So did you know that in August of 2016 that the firm that you were a

partner of had retained Mr. Simpson's firm for work that was done on behalf of the

Democratic National Committee?

A knew that we had retained Mr. Simpson's firm. 1 don't recall what, if

anything, | knew about the engagement in approximately August 2016.

Q Okay. So, othe best of your recollection, when you walked in the
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room in Augustof “16, you did or did not know that Mr. Steele was a subcontractor,

ifyou will, of Fusion GPS and that Fusion was a client of your law fir?

A So, yes and no, or no and yes. | don't tink -- | don't think at that time

1 knew that Mr. Steele was engaged by anyone. Again, | was -- it wasa vetting

meeting. So | don't think | knew that anyone was engaged with him. | thought

maybe people were considering engaging him. But | was vetting him. | believe |

knew at the time that Fusion GPS was retained byour firm.

Q Okay. You know, when you say vetting, I'm going to use the term that

Im familiar with in vetting is you're trying to understand ~ let's say you're vetting

an individual. |want to know is this person authentic, is he or she someone | can

trust, believe. Is this person who they say they are. Wil they do what they claim

they can do. Do| believe, do| have trust, is my impression of them

commensurate with what| understand the facts to be. That's what| understand

vetting to be.

A You and are thinking along the same lines.

Q Sof you are vetting somebody, you're generally doing it because you

think there's going to be a subsequent action by the individual whom you're

vetting. You're either going to hire that individualoryou're going to ask that

individual to do something for you. That individual is presumably going to take

some subsequent action, whatever that action may be.

Was that your understanding of what you were doing when you were vetting

this individual named Mr. Steele, that he was going to take some subsequent

action?

A No, | don't know that he was -- Im going to answer your question and

1 give you some context that may be helpful. | don't know that he ~ | didn't know
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at the time that he was going to take any subsequent action, because he was a

very knowledgeable guy from spending a decade at being in British intelligence.

So he may have just been relaying things that he already knew. | don't know.

My belief was that he was going to be engaged for something. But just to

put this in context, and | don't mean to appear sort of callous or disinterested, but |

‘was consumed by the Russian hacking and the hacking of the DCCC and the

hacking of all these other places.

And this thing was an annoyance to me. And not because of the nature of

what was going on, but the Russian, the hacking, and the docs'ing, the release of

documents in the aftermath was -- was all-consuming.

And Id just like to make one comment off the record, f that's okay.

[Discussion off the record.]

MR. SUSSMANN: So| was working near round the clock. So the can

You come down or can you come and talk to someone who is coming in was time

out of my day to be helpful to someone, but | don't want to appear disinterested

when | say | don't really know - lie | don't know what he was doing, | don't know

this or that.

1 do national security work. | do cybersecurity work. | know the British

and other things. Like | had — Im not saying I'm a genius, but | had more of a

basis to meet and assess someone than others. And | didn't mind doing i, but |

just wasnt

oI
Q Basically, what you're saying is you didn't really know why you were

vetting him, you were just vetting him. Is that what you're saying?

A Well, | knew there was some consideration of working with him.
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Q Okay. Mr. Elias was going to work with him?

A Presumably.

Q And did he tell you what the purpose of that work would be?

A No, not specifically.

Q And how long did the meeting last with --

A Roughly2hours.

Q Alright. And then | think you already said this. You had no further

contact with Steele or Mr. Simpson, Mr. Kattan (ph) or Mr. Fritsch since that

August meeting?

A No. Soiflcanbreak that apart.

Q Okay.

A With Mr. Steele, | don't recall ever seeing, meeting, having anything to

do with him again. With the two Fusion GPS guys, | probably met with them a

total of three times. So ~

Q Between August and

A Inthe August timeframe, or in a short period of time.

Q Okay. Did you meet with them in September, to the best of your

recollection?

A My recollection, which is not precise, is that | did not meet with them

after August - after Augustof 2016. So | think that's the timeframe.

Q Did you have any further other communications with them, including
telephonic or email, electronic communications with Mr. Simpson, Mr. Fritsch, or

Mr. Kattan (ph) from August 2016 to the present?

A So, again, | don't know Mr. Kattan (ph).
Q  Yesokay.
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A Mr. Simpson, no. Mr. Fritsch, | don't recall.

Q Okay. The Trump dossier, I'l use that term because | think that's

what's --

A Sure.

Q in the media and in the parlance. Have you ever seen the Trump.
dossier, if you will?

A Sowhat Ive seen is | read part of the document that BuzzFeed

posted, which | think is what you referred to about t.

Q Thats right

A Sol read, | remember reading part of it when BuzzFeed posted it

Q Had you ever seen that document that you read on BuzzFeed or any

portion thereof or anything that was

A No.

Q prior to that?

A No.

Q So that was the first time you had seen what was then called the

Trump dossier?

A Correct

Q Were you aware that such a document had existed prior to the

election?

AI don't think so.

Q No recollection whatsoever?

A No. I'mean,if by the Trump dossier, this --

Q  Letme rephrase it. Maybe make Il try and be more precise.

A Yeah
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EE the document
MS. RUEMMLER: ~ inthe document that was published in BuzzFeed. Is

that fair?

IEE cs Thank you.

MR. SUSSMANN: And can | answer that?

MS. RUEMMLER: Yes

A Yes.

oI
Q And how did you know that information?

MS. RUEMMLER: That calls for potentially privileged information, so fm

going to instruct him not to answer.

oEE
Q  Mifinish up with Steele and move on to my last fine of questions that

JNhs put forward here, and that is ~ | tink you've answered this, but fm
just going to ask it. Did you play any role in retaining the services of Fusion GPS

onbehalfof the DNC?

A None whatsoever.

Q So that was notin your portfolio?

A Nope.

Q I believe our investigation has yielded information that there was a

meeting at your law firm, at Perkins Cole sometime in late September or early

October 2016. Are you aware of such a meeting in which Mr. Steele and Fusion

were a party to?

A Am aware that there was a meeting?

Q Yes. Sowe have information that indicates that there was a meeting
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at your law firm sometime in late Septemberor early October with Mr. Steele

andlor Fusion GPS.

A I'm not aware of the meeting.

Q So you know nothing about it? Did you ever attend a subsequent

meeting with Mr. Steele or Fusion inOctober or September?

A don't recall having met with him again.

Q Okay. Allright. So no recollection whatsoever?

A No. And I've discussed this with my counsel as well. | don't --1 don't

believe ~ | believe that my one meeting with him was the only meeting with him.

Q Okay. Ifyou went back and looked at your calendar and refreshed

your recollection, would you share that information with us separately? Is that

possible to get that information? Could counsel provide that to us?

A Well, what | would share with you is, if | met with him again, I'd be

happy to tell you that | did

Q Yes.

A And just for some background that might be helpful to you.

Q sue

A When we began the interview this morning, | sort of discussed my

background. I've been atthe firm for 12 years, and | do privacy and cybersecurity

work. | was at the Department of Justice for 12 years before. | was a computer

crime prosecutorfor most of that time.

So I'm on the sixth floor at our firm. There are all sorts of law firms, there.

are all sorts of -- environmental group, people everywhere. On the fourth floor are

the politcal law people.

And because of the computer~ the intrusion, which was the main thing that
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Iwas doing, and intrusions of other people, | was working like crazy on the

intrusions. And 1 was going down to the fourth floor frequently. Oh, you can

imagine, intrusion-related, this happened. Someone's making a question about

that. Or when documents were being released on a daly basis, this is being

released. There were just a million issues.

So | saw many, many clients and many, many people. | don't recall ever

participating in another meeting with Mr. Steele. I's very hard for me to say |

never saw him again. | just | don't have a recollection of i.

Q Okay.

A But Im really not trying to hide the ball on some — lie some other

meeting. And | can tell by your questions that you may believe that | did

participate in a meeting, and if | have — if | have anything to indicate that |did, I'd

be happy to share it, orif determine otherwise |certainlywill let you know. 1 just

really don't

MS. RUEMMLER: And just you shouldn't infer by anyofhis questions that

he does have separate information. And what we obviously, Jil wil follow

up and see. But we anticipated that you would ask some questions along those

lines, so we did do our best to try to ensure that information that might be available

to refresh his recollection about specific meetings was made available to him. But

wel follow up

Iorymuch appreciate that. I'm going to follow up with

some real quick questions and I think we'll with be done unless, sir, you have any

follow-up.

IE | con't have any follow-up.

oI
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Q Ifmy colleague had asked this prior, | apologize, but I'm just going to

ask you just because | don't know if he did

Do you know a gentleman by the name of Bruce Ohr, O-h-r?

A ldo.

Q And how do you know him?

A worked at the Department of Justice from 2000 -- excuse me, from

1993 10 2005. And during some of that time, he was the chief of the organized

crime and racketeering section. And there would be times | would be at the main

Department of Justice building, and |don't know, you sort of get to you know

who section chiefs are. And | think at a later point, | moved to what's now called

the Keeny (ph) Building. | think organized crime was in our building. And so |

saw him on the elevator. That's it.

Q Did you ever speak — when is the last time you spoke with Mr. Ohr?

A Idon'trecall, but it would have been before | joined my law firm. Sot

would be sometimepriorto 2005. But when you say spoke with him, I've -- | don't

believe I've ever said anything ever in my life to him more detailed than how are

you and hows the weather.

Q And you've had no electronic, email communications, or telephone

conversations with him since that time, as you can best recollect?

A Notthat| recall

Q And so you didn't and you had no meetings or dealings or

interactions with him in 20167

A [No verbal response.]

MS. RUEMMLER: You have to say something for the record.

MR. SUSSMANN: Sorry.
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MS. RUEMMLER: She can't record a shake of

MR. SUSSMANN: Absolutely not, no.

oYI
Q And do you know his wife, Nellie Ohr?

AI didnt even know he was married.

Q Okay. Do you know or have you ever met Special Agent Pete Strzok

of the FBI?

A Notto my knowledge.

Q And have you ever met or know FBI OGC lawyer Lisa Page?

A Yes, 0 the extent that |was in a meeting with her once a couple of

years ago.

Q Okay. Notin2016?

A No. In probably 2014 or 15.

Q And you had no email or telephone conversations with her?

A No. Ihad amatter involving another client. It had nothing to do with

anything you could imagine. And|just recall that she was there, because when |

saw the news stories| was like, oh, | remember, you know, | was in a meeting with

that person once.

es
MR. CONAWAY: So getting to the actual questions we were supposed to

answer, other than the information you shared with the FBI, the journalists, and

Bl. can you share with us any information you have about collusion, conspiracy,

coordination between the Russians and either of the campaigns, the Trump

campaign or the -- and | say that writ large, or the Clinton campaign writ large,

that's not just general public knowledge?
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Q So on different matters?

A No, you just asked a fairly general question about have | spoken to

anyone at the Department, and

Q Im only interested in relating to the

A No

Q scope of what we're interested in. | know you

A No.

Q may have talked to members of the — members of the Department

‘on many matters related to your representation of clients, but relative to the Russia

investigation or things that you believe to be part of the Russia investigation. So

matters that, for example, the same or similar matters that you had conversations

with the FBI general counsel and [lll] general counsel about, have you had

any of those kind of conversations with

A No, butl have had conversations that | can recall or not recall with

members, former colleagues of mine at the Department of Justice about public

information about what's going on in the country that involves - is very hard in

Washington, or probably in any other city, to not discuss current politics,

which — some of which involve the aftermath of the election. So | cant say |

apologize for the double negative. | can't say that | have not discussed with

anyone in the Department any of these -- anyof these myriadofstories that have

been reported, are being reported in the media.

IO<ay. Do you have anything else?

MR. CONAWAY: We're good. All right.

IE Tank you very much.
[Whereupon, at 1:11 p.m, the interview was concluded]
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